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Daytime the Italian national GRID in EGEE
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SuperB grid remarks
 The experiment is entering in grid world in quite a mature scenario in terms of 

main services readiness as job life management, data handling, monitor systems 
and mass data transfer. 

 Several tools were developed and mantaind by LHC experiments (most) and 
LCG/EGEE organization to ensure the correct exploitation of resources.

 A new grid “client” now should start exploring in deep what has been already 
done, the choices, the reasons, measuring all this with the own specific necessities. 

 Use the results of the study TO select the right tools/procedure and TO 
collaborate with “grid institutions” for the improvement of the ones leaking in some 
aspects. (see following slides on software management)  
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What has been done
 

 Official request of Virtual Organization (VO) creation → superb.org

Virtual Organization. A set of users sharing the same application environment. They need 
application-specific software installed on their testbed, a specific user/machine environment and 
access to a given set of resources. 

 Resources evaluation with CNAF Tier 1 centre: 

 during the startup period BaBar and SuperB collaborations will share the       
   CPU time and Disk space resouces. 

 The BaBar resources @ CNAF are configured to permit the access to SuperB 
software ($SBROOT). During this workshop we'll discuss and try to submit the first 
simulation job to CNAF farm.  
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VO Creation: superb.org
The effective enabling of base grid services is expected during March 09.
It includes the following specific services shared with other VOs:

 Virtual Organisation Membership System (VOMS) activation that will manage 
the user authentication via Public Key Infrastructure.  

 Enabling User Interface (UI) access machine.

 Enabling the Logical File Catalog (LFC) service for data handling tasks 
involving Storage Elements (SE).

 Update the Grid Information System (GIS) of all the INFNGRID sites involved in 
SuperB. 

Virtual Organisation roles: 

VO Manager: Armando Fella, Luca Tomassetti
Software Manager: Roberto Stroili, Armando Fella
Resource Manager: Eleonora Luppi, Fabrizio Bianchi
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VO Creation: superb.org II
The “reletionship” between the VO and the EGEE project is ruled by precise
Statements. The following is extrected by https://edms.cern.ch/document/503245

“Participation in the EGEE project and use of the EGEE infrastructure is a collaborative effort.
A VO using this infrastructure is required to:

•Contribute computational resources to the EGEE/LCG infrastructure corresponding
           approximately to the average needs of the VO for large-scale, production use.

•Help drive the evolution of the infrastructure and the middleware through use 
           of the system and by providing feedback.

The EGEE project will provide:

• generic user support system,
• generic application porting support, and
• standard training sessions and tutorials

to all registered VOs. Those VOs with significant scientific interest may negotiate higher 
levels of resources and support with EGEE.”
 

https://edms.cern.ch/document/503245
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What to do
 Short term:

 Test the software setup at CNAF to permit the exploiting of resources via 
standard batch system
 Tuning/test the systems: we'll use the GILDA dedicated VO to test all the 

grid functionalities 
 Cooperate with GRID people in R&D and deployment/test new solutions 
 First SuperB GRID Simulation job should work!
 Computing model definition (begin)

 Mid term 
 Training session for users! → GILDA school (see references slide)
 Data Handling issues: how to move physics data around the grid
 Cooperate with GRID people in R&D and deployment/test new solutions 
 Computing model definition (finalize)
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Collaboration @ CNAF

A discussion with CNAF farming group is in progress about experiment's 
software management in grid environment.

The problem: job initialization (loading libraries) results to impact the Wall 
Clock Time, the network and storage infrastructure with a potential denial of 
service effect. 
  
The proposed solution regards the functionally address separation of the  
software components.

The goal is to define a standard to be adopted by INFNGRID/EGEE project.
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References
Main projects:

INFN production grid  http://grid-it.cnaf.infn.it/
LHC computing grid  http://lcg.web.cern.ch/LCG/
EGEE portal  http://www.eu-egee.org/
How to create a VO  http://grid-it.cnaf.infn.it/index.php?id=865&type=1

Training, e-learning:
 
Gilda  https://gilda.ct.infn.it/
Grid dictionary  http://grid.infn.it/modules/myiframe/index.php?iframeid=30

Examples of tools by experiments:

CMS Crab  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/SWGuideCrab
CMS Phedex  http://cmsweb.cern.ch/phedex/
ALICE MonALISA  http://pcalimonitor.cern.ch/map.jsp
ATLAS Panda  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/PanDA
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BACKUP Slides:

 What is a Grid
 EU e-infrastructure: a success story
 Supported job types
 Users and resources distribution

Questions ?
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